Abstract. Faced with the development of information technology and the arrival of the era of big data, data has become the advanced productive forces and strategic resources. However, the existence of outliers often has a negative impact on the storageand analysis of the data, andeven causes disastrous consequences. This paper starts with the definition, concept and classification of outliers, and then compares and analyzes various methods of outlier detection and cleaning technology based on attribute anomaly and the duplicate or similarrecords.Finally, the research and application of outliers are prospected.
Introduction
In recent years, with the rapid development of society and economy, the informatization degree of various fields and industries has been greatly improved, and accumulated a lot of data. Data quality issues have become increasingly prominent with the rapid expansion of data. In situations where big data analysis and application have had a substantial impact on decision-making, the presence of outliers can affect the results of the analysis and may even have serious consequences.
On the other hand, outliers are not only regarded as noise, isolated point or novelty, but also have important semantics. Through analyzing the anomaly data, it can find hidden information and potential value.
The detection and cleaning of outliers has become one of the research hotspots in data-warehouse, data mining and comprehensive data quality management. It has important practical significance for public health, weather forecasting, finance, network security and government decision-making. 
Table1Classification Method Based On Causation

Detecting and Cleaning Technology of Outliers
Abnormal attribute value detection. The attribute errors caused by accidental reasons such as human error are usually noise data, while the attribute anomalies caused by the system evolution or the inherent timeliness of the data are usually the meaningful outliers. The detection of attribute anomalies is the basis of outlier mining and analysis. The method of manually detecting attribute anomalies is usually done by domain experts. Although this method can guarantee the accuracy of abnormal data detection, it will consume a great deal of manpower and material resources, and it is very inefficient. Therefore, efficient algorithm for automatic attribute detection is an important approach to attribute anomaly detection, including statistical methods, neural network based methods, association rules based methods, etc. Table 3 shows some typical anomaly attributes Value detection method. Duplicate or similar records detection. Duplicate or similar records mean that two or more records with the same or similar attribute values in the data set represent the same entity in the real world. Such anomaly data has a serious impact on the integrity, consistency, and analysis of the data set.
For the detection of duplicate records, the basic method is to merge -sorting algorithm, that is, first sort the data set to make similar records cluster, then compare the similarity of recordsint the same cluster to detect duplicate data, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1.Duplicate Similarity Records Cleaning Process
It should be notedin Fig. 1that①the selection of the sorting key and ②the matching of the field similarity are the key to the duplicate similarity records detection. The selection of keywords determines whether the sorting of data sets can accurately cluster duplicate records to adjacent positions, and the matching of field similarity determines whether the neighboring data can be accurately judged as similar duplicated data. Field similarity matching algorithm is basic to similar or duplicate record detection.The algorithm is mainly based on the string matching algorithm, etc, as shown in Table 4 . The time complexity of cleaning algorithm based on merging -sorting duplicate record detection is high, so researchers propose Basic SortedNeighborhoodMethod andMulti-PassSortedNeighborhood algorithm [17, 20] , as shown in the table 
Application of Outlier Detection
Outlier detection technology has important applications in various fields. In the ETL (extract-transform-load) part of the data warehouse construction process, the detection and processing of outliers is a very important step [21] , most ETL frameworks provide the API for outlier cleaning [22, 23] , and the accuracy of the detection has a direct impact on the confidence level of decision making based on data warehouse; Nowadays, as a kind of self-descriptive, semi-structured mainstream data transmission standard, XML has its complex hierarchical structure and data source [24] . The outlier detection technology based on XML is more complex than it of conventional data set. The research of XML has important significance with a rapid increase of WEB data [25, 26] ; In the financial field, outlier detection technology can be applied to departments such as banks, which have high requirements for data accuracy and security, etc., such as analyzing unusual account information, abnormal bank card business, and detecting duplicate customer data. In addition to detecting anomalous noise data generated by human or accidental factors, anomaly data detection can also be performed by analyzing the semantics implied by outlier, since anomaly data often reflect some evolution and variation of the physical world. As in the field of seismology, anomalous data mining and precursor data observation can be used to detect outliers in earthquake precursor data and provide the basis for earthquake prediction [27] . In the field of Internet security, real-time anomaly data detection and analysis of network packets can be used for intrusion detection [28] . Outlier detection also provides a theoretical and methodological basis for outlier mining [29] .
Conclusion and Prospect
Good data quality is the guarantee of correct data analyzing and decision making. Under the current situation where massive data has been accumulated in various fields, the importance of outlier detection, analysis and processing technology for improving data quality, ensuring data availability and abnormal data mining is self-evident.
Although many researchers have done a lot of researches on outlier detection and analysis, there are still some problems to be explored:
(1) Outlier detection in dynamic data (or data flow). At present most of the outlier detection algorithm is based on static data sets. Facing the characteristics of rapidly (Velocity in 4Vs) data generation, it has important practical significance to study how to construct high efficient, real-time and accurate outlier detection algorithm in dynamic data set at the time of rapidly change;
(2)Outlier detection in the era of big data.In big data environment, the amount of data is soaring and complicated. Traditional outlier detection technology can not guarantee its correctnessand efficiency. How to find outliers for exponential growth of heterogeneous data is worthy of further study;
(3) Outlierdetection of domain data. Traditional anomaly detection methods, which lack domain knowledge and ignore the potential semantics, can not fully reflect the real causes of outliers and business logic. How to improve the outlier detection effect of the domain data and the practical application value of the analysis results need further research.
